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Events this weekend los angeles

Tripsavvy uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using Tripsavvy, you accept our use of cookies. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Jermain Samuel after a year-long hiatus from the platform, I suddenly found myself frequenting Pinterest again this year. This is a borderline obsession. Maybe there's a sign
of where my head is. I felt my insistence on hitting last year but it's in full swing now. I really felt the need to nest and create a space of my own. So, as you can imagine, I have been pinning the interiors I love to board my dream house and when these gorgeous pictures came across my desk I immediately wanted to do
the same. It wasn't until I realized that it wasn't actually a home, nor a new exciting event space in Culver City, Los Angeles called Festoon. The 1,900-square-foot space is stunning and was dreamed up by the trio planning a cool event in 100 layers of cake- Gillian Clarke, Christina Meltzer, and Amanda Dawbarn. But
then, I have come to expect nothing less than the madly talented Sarah Sherman Samuel—she is also the mastermind behind Mundy Moore Pasadena's truly jaw-dropping home. And while much to my disappointment you can't move on, you can rent Festoon as an event space (and natural light photo studio) for dinner
parties, corporate parties, weddings, birthdays, baby showers, almost any event you can dream of. Navigate through the images to hear more about how Samuel designed cool space. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Kerman Samuel's 100-layer cake team wanted the main space to be truly all-master. Who are able to host
anything from intimate dinners to workshops to photoshoots and everything in between. So they kept relatively minimal space in terms of color palettes with just a few art prints by Blockshop in classic frames. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel from space will be used for numerous functions across various
party themes, they need to make it look like an empty canvas that you can rent the layer character on top of it feels unique to its unique. It will also double as a work space for the 100 layer cake team and space for photoshoots. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Kerman Samuel before they moved in, the space had been a
large office, so they tore off electrical wires that went from floor to ceiling, installed floor-to-ceiling windows, and a new full-back kitchen, as well as a front bar area. Tiles were also installed in the bathroom, and everything got a fresh coat of paint. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel by making cabinets and
countertop along the whole back, Samuel says it creates a backdrop that can become a buffet, behind the bar, a wall for the screen, or paired with the island to look like a kitchen, complete with bar stools. He also used his own line of semi-handmade doors in IKEA cabinets here. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman
Samuel applied delicate red chalk to the wall and three Of the rice sconces spread over the countertop. I also designed the Big Island to be moving (large on custer wheels) so they could take it out of the main space to make room for larger events or move it around the space for different uses, he explains. The front side
of the island is more cabinets so when ahead it can also serve as a large credenza/piece of all-work furniture. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel's Layer 100 cake team knew they wanted to hold dinner parties, workshops, and photoshoots at Festoon, so they purposefully kept the color scheme somewhat
neutral. Red chalk walls and lilac tiles dust in the kitchen behind the original yet elegant pop of color itself. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel Marisa Whitale ; Design: Sarah Kerman Samuel had no kitchen in space before so Tim Sherman had to build a new one there. He uses his line of Semihandmade
doors in IKEA cabinets in the kitchen as well as the main studio (and island), including his studio hardware sss x park. Both are modern versions of classic designs that match the aesthetics of the 100-layer flat cake, he says. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel Festoon Kitchen was also the first place where
Sherman installed his new line of participatory concrete cement tiles. This is a series of four designs that you can create altogether as shown in Faston's kitchen or patterns with different designs, he says. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel paints a delicate lilac tile that borders on warm grey but only with a
purple touch that reminds Sherman of the color of the mountains around the desert in Palm Springs. Marisa Vitale ; Design: While Sarah Kerman Samuel while the 100 layer cake wanted the lounge to be a stylish place where they could welcome guests, it also needed to be durable enough for constant traffic. So they
took a sturdy leather bench and a carpet that could withstand wear. The design is sophisticated and slightly feminine, with dusty lilac chairs echoing our kitchen tiles, and softer elements of fibre art and giant pampas lawns to balance it, they say. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel is her favorite piece of giant
macrame wall hanging to order Renata Stone from Knottery. It's now the focal point of your lounge area and really taps into Los Angeles's laid-back interior style. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel was the biggest challenge coming up with designs for space that met her needs for both event space and work
space. This corner feels personal like the entrance design at home with frame art prints and benches. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel now that it's all finished, tim excited to welcome Take space to collect and celebrate. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Kerman Samuel every corner in space has been
carefully intended for both purpose and play. Marisa Vitale ; Design: Sarah Sherman Samuel West Elm Excel 89 Sofa $2,399 West Nalan Store Paving Tile $1,200 Shop West Elm Bower Lamp Floor $399 $28 0 Shop West Elm Maisie Side Desk - Long $199 Store West Elm Crescent Rotating Chair $599 Shop Aeon
Furniture Starlight Coffee Table $698 Lulu Store and Georgia Jalissa Chandelier, Aged Brass $1,330 Shop Serena &amp; Lily Santa Barbara Pendant $398 Shop Blockshop Arches Woodblock Print $600 Shop While much of the country is cozying Up next to the fireplace, digging your favorite soup recipes, and
swapping your warmer weather closet for scarves and coats, Los Angeles will have a high in the 80s this weekend. Crash, who? This iedic climate means that it's as good a time as any to add a slate of new activities to your cal. Grab some friends, S.O., your puppy, or everyone, and check out our seven choices for an
action-packed weekend, ahead. Take a lesson SurfThis can wave this weekend to fulfill his lifelong dream of learning to ride. There are a lot of classes and options out there, lessons even advertised on Airbnb, but we're partial to morning, or afternoon, spent in Malibu in Malibu Surf Shack. Lessons start at $115, but you
can also simply rent a board for $25 an hour. Hit Up 29Rooms29Rooms is back in L.A. as part of its 2019 tour. The current theme of the experimental Fan House is expanding your reality. Los Angelinos can buy tickets to the experience (and snap tons of photos in) all 29 of the rooms and art installations. Fans of interest
from the past 29Rooms, such as the delicious 90s teen bedroom, have also returned. This year there are collaborations with local artists from each of the tour stops. The store at Melrose Trading PostThis is the iconic flea market perfect shopping destination for tourists and locals alike. It opens from 9pm to 5pm on
Sundays and there is a $5 admission fee, but it's worth it for a mix of industrialist goods, vintage clothes, and antique furniture. Hiking at Griffith ParkThere has plenty of trails to visit in Griffith Park, including the ones you've seen on Instagram featuring hollywood sign in the background. First-timers can contact the



Ranger Office and stop for a full map of trail options. There is also plenty of information about the length of the trail and the problem online. The Los Angeles Coffee Festival is this weekend's Los Angeles Coffee Festival – Happy Coffee Lovers! Tickets start at $27 and include unlimited coffee tastings, opportunities to
watch latte artists, access to a coffee art gallery, and more. It's like it's always going to be, Spain's Erica says of her relationship with Dustin Lakin, but we approached home from college during the summers. In 2007, T made it official, and took turns meeting over the weekend until in 2011 when Dustin, a soft engineer
Offer to work on Monica. We made the move to the beach and never looked back after a surprise offer on a trip to Mavi in June 2016, the couple decided to get married in their home town of Los Angeles. I'm the wedding planner myself, says Erika, owner of Twin Events, so when we nailed a date, we only planned the
wedding in five months. Read on to see all the details of the couple's intimate August celebrations at two stunning Los Angeles locations, as captured by Mike Radford. Photo by Mike Radford Photograph by Mike Radford Collection Invites Custom Couple by Creative Works Design Featuring Graphics by MBOJ Studios
and Bright, Cheerful Botanicals. It also included elements that referred to the elements of acceptance to come. For the benefit, I asked Daniel Kane of Sheila Mae to make cookies and pasta that matched the invitation suite, says Erica. Photo Mike Radford's photo of Mike Radford 'I've always loved the womanline of
Monique Leveilier's gowns.I didn't think I'd love a ballgown skirt, but the front slit added some edge and it felt mature yet incredibly comfortable, and not too princess-y. I immediately knew it was a 'dress' when I couldn't stop smiling. On the wedding day, Erica added a pair of Dustin pearl earrings to her for an anniversary
and a pale pearl necklace as well as a plate of stitches in time. While she had bought new heels, she ended up wearing a last-minute favorite. I ended up wearing a pair owned by my Christian Louboutin now because I love the height, the way naked colors stretched my legs, and that they didn't deviate from my dress.
Photo Mike Radford Photograph Mike Radford I wanted spring garden paint and plenty of texture, Erica says of her bouquet designed by Kate Holt of WildFlower. This arrangement included garden roses, ranunculus, dahlias, and fresh greens. Photo Mike Radford for their ceremony, Dustin and Erica held an escape in
town, with only two of them exchanging vows at the English Gardens of Greystone Mansion in Beverly Hills. I've always loved the old world's sense of property, Erica says of the Tudor Revival Manor Estate, which ended in 1928. Luckily, greystone is so beautiful we needed to bring anything in—we just had to find a
shadow spot! Photo Mike Radford, the couple's photo, chose not to write their vows, and instead used words from a Buddhist-style ritual that described our love well, Erica explains. Dustin donned a suit from European brand Kooples (perfect for kids with a narrower frame, says Erica) and white butterfly ranunculus
boutonniere. Photo By Mike Radford Photograph by Mike Radford I love waking up with Dustin on our wedding day, getting ready together, and riding to the ceremony at vintage Rolls-Royce, Erica says of the car from renting a classy chassis. It made the morning so much more special, the picture by Mike. Photo Mike
Radford after the ceremony, the couple hosted 30 family members for dinner at the Figueroa Hotel in downtown Los Angeles. The hotel had just undergone renovations, and I loved the idea of throwing a party in a fresh space, says Erica, a new outdoor area suitable for an intimate dinner, and the Spanish-inspired,
Alfresco vibe was right up my alley. The couple bought beautiful, blush-colored outfits from Toto du Monde for their nieces to make them feel incredibly special, while their nephew and stepson were wearing bowties. Photo By Mike Radford the couple serves a Pisco punch as their signature cocktail, made with pisco,
citrus, pineapple, bitter Peru, and aquafaba. It was a hit with everyone and it was so refreshing on a hot summer's day, says Erica, adding her initials to cocktail napkins, beer koozies, and coasters for a personal touch. They now serve as mementoes in our bar basket at home, the bride adds, photo of Mike Radford We
kept the natural vibe of the terrace and added pops of color with flowers and menus. I brought a droper to add soft and intimateity to the space. Mike Radford's photo of Mike Radford's location settings from the ship was so beautiful and high, Erica says of the tables, which also include menus with the same botanical and
calligraphy as the invitation suite. The couple surprised their nieces with wreaths on their plates. Photo Mike Radford's photo of Food Sharing Mike Radford always bringing people together, Erica says of her dinner, which was served in family style because, I really enjoy the presentation and conversation she creates
between guests. Dishes included short braised beef ribs, roasted pan bass, beetroot, broccoli, and spicy Morrish carrots. For dessert, we couldn't get past buñuelos and churros, one end to my Mexican heritage, the bride adds, photo of Mike Radford after dinner, the couple opened the reception to friends and hosted 90
people to dance. For the next party, I tweed caramel and gold in the lounge space and brought velvet linen for a cosy look, says Erica, guests nibbled in approx. like flatbed bread and croquettes, and the couple cut their cakes showing off stops, vanilla pastries, red velvet, and mulberry-inspired traditional cakes in Capri,
Italy. For entertainment, the bride hired members of Modern Boxing Jokes, a band that sings popular jazz or mutavon music, to perform. They sang John Legend's All Of Me for our first dance, erica says. It felt like a private concert for our family and friends. Then Matthew Rubino of flashdance DJs started playing. Go
with your gut and do what makes you feel, says Erica, who offers this piece of advice both as a planner and as a bride. When guests see that you're calm and having fun, they follow suit.
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